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Botnets - The #1 Online Security Threat
Wikipedia on Botnets: . . . a collection of compromised computers
(called zombie computers) [or bots] running programs, usually referred
to as worms, Trojan horses, or backdoors, under a common command
and control infrastructure.

Botnets are the prime enablers of all these activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DDoS
Extortion
Advertising click-through fraud
Fraudulent sales
Identity theft and financial fraud (phishing, stealing info from PCs, etc.)
Theft of goods/services
Espionage/theft of information
Spam-based stock-market manipulation
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DDoS Attacks – A Fact of Life on the Internet
•

DDoS attacks are taking place 24/7/365 – they’re simply a fact of life
on the Internet.

•

Any organization, any site, any individual can be affected by DDoS,
either as a direct target or via collateral damage.

•

Outbound DDoS can be just as devastating to end-customers and
SPs as inbound DDoS – botted hosts on broadband access
networks, on enterprise networks, and within IDCs affect both the
source networks and the targets.

•

Situational awareness is key – what’s happening in the news? What
anniversaries are taking place this year/month/week/today?

•

Miscreants attack one another with regularity – collateral damage!
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The Emperor’s New Cloud
•

We’re relying upon 34-year-old protocols designed for use in a
laboratory environment and with little/no regard for security as the
foundation of our global Internet infrastructure.

•

Although there’s a large body of work on operational security (opsec)
and scalable Internet architectures, it’s honored more in the breach than
in actual deployments.

•

Ongoing, pervasive disconnect between network architects, application
architects, operational groups, security teams, management.

•

Pollyannaish attitude towards security – ‘Why would anyone attack us?’

•

Lack of accountability – is anyone ever fired as a result of avoidable
security incidents?

•

Pervasiveness of security theater/security snake-oil.

•

Inability/unwillingness to properly assess abstract threat models – a
necessary psychological defense mechanism?
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DDoS Background
What is a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack?
• An attempt to consume finite resources, exploit weaknesses in software
design or implementation, or exploit lack of infrastructure capacity
• Targets the availability and utility of computing and network resources
• Attacks are almost always distributed for even more significant effect
(i.e., DDoS)
• The collateral damage caused by an attack can be as bad, if not worse,
than the attack itself
• DDoS attacks affect availability! No availability, no applications/services/
data/Internet! No revenue!
• DDoS attacks are attacks against capacity and/or state!
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Three Security Attributes

Availability

Confidentiality

Integrity

• The goal of security is to maintain these three
attributes.
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Three Security Attributes

Availability
Integrity

Confidentiality

• The primary goal of DDoS defense is
maintaining availability in the face of attack
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Almost All Security Spending/Effort is Focused on
Confidentiality & Integrity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confidentiality and integrity are relatively simple concepts, easy for non-specialists
to understand
In practice, confidentiality and integrity pretty much equate to encryption - again,
easy for non-specialists to understand
The reality is that there’s more to them than encryption, but it’s easy to proclaim
victory - “We have anti-virus, we have disk encryption, we’re PCI-compliant, woohoo!”
And yet, hundreds of millions of botted hosts; enterprise networks of all sizes in all
verticals completely penetrated, intellectual property stolen, defense secrets leaked,
et. al.
Availability can’t be finessed - the Web server/DNS server/VoIP PBX is either up or
it’s down. No way to obfuscate/overstate/prevaricate with regards to actual, realworld security posture.
Availability requires operational security (opsec) practitioners who understand
TCP/IP and routing/switching; who understand Web servers; who understand DNS
servers; who understand security; who understand layer-7.
These people are rare, and they don’t come cheaply. Most organizations don’t even
understand the required skillsets and experiential scope to look for in order to
identify and hire the right folks
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Availability is Hard!
• Maintaining availability in the face of attack requires a combination of
skills, architecture, operational agility, analytical capabilities, and
mitigation capabilities which most organizations simply do not
possess
• In practice, most organizations never take availability into account
when designing/speccing/building/deploying/testing online
apps/services/properties
• In practice, most organizations never make the logical connection
between maintaining availability and business continuity
• In practice, most organizations never stress-test their apps/services
stacks in order to determine scalability/resiliency shortcomings and
proceed to fix them
• In practice, most organizations do not have plans for DDoS mitigation
- or if they have a plan, they never rehearse it!
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The weaponization of DDoS
”Weaponize” : Convert to use as a weapon / simplify use as weapon
◦ Increased availability of “Stresser
Tools”/”Booters” which perform highly
distributed attacks using a
combination of non-spoofed and
spoofed amplification attacks. Often
linked to bot-farms.
◦ Development of tools for use by
voluntarily opt-in attackers:
‒ Low Orbit Ion Cannon used to perform
non-spoofed UDP/ICMP attacks
‒ High Orbit Ion Cannon sends non-spoofed
HTTP requests against multiple sites
© Arbor Networks 2016

DDoS tools for the masses
◦ Anyone which has the capability to
click a button can now launch an
DDoS attack.
◦ Cheap and simple to use:
‒ VIP accounts!
‒ Lifetime subscription!
‒ 24x7 customer support!

◦ Primarily used by gamers attacking
each other but recently we have
been seeing them used to attack
highly visible targets.
© Arbor Networks 2016

The IoT Situation
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INTERNET OF THINGS

© Arbor Networks 2016
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The Internet of Things (IoT)
Wikipedia: The internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical devices,
vehicles, buildings and other items—embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, and network connectivity that enables these objects to collect and
exchange data
But is this something new or just marketing?
◦ For example, the “Trojan room coffee pot” was connected to the
Internet in 1993.

More exact definition: An IoT device (embedded device) is essentially a
computer with a CPU, memory, software and a set of interfaces which are
dedicated for specific roles or tasks.
© Arbor Networks 2016

DEFAULT USERNAMES AND PASSWORDS!!!
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IOT Security (or lack of it)
IoT security issues:
◦ IoT devices usually have limited on-board capabilities and
often need external configuration and and control.
◦ Many of these devices stacks are not properly secured:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Hard-coded usernames/passwords
Unnecessary services enabled by default (Chargen, SSDP, DNS forwarder)
Unsecured management interfaces (Web, SNMP, TR-069 et al.)
Limited or no software update capabilities
Very seldom patched or updated after deployment

◦ The number of IoT devices in 2020 is estimated to be about
20-30 Billion. However we have more than 6B already
online with 5.5M added every day1!
© Arbor Networks 2016

1)

Gartner research: http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3165317

Millions of vulnerable IoT devices + Weaponization = ?

IoT Botnets!
© Arbor Networks 2016
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The history of IoT Botnets
IoT botnets are actually nothing new:
◦ The first botnet was created back in 1993 when Robey Pointer created an Internet
Relay Chat (IRC) bot called “eggbot” which was used to defend IRC channels by
launching flooding attacks against unwanted users. The bot was also used to attack
other channels attacks using the CTCP and DCC protocols. Multiple instances of the
bot could join efforts and work together in “botnets”.
◦ In 2003, the first (unintentional) DDoS attack against the University of Wisconsin
using IoT devices happened due to a hardcoded NTP address in 700.000 Netgear
DSL/cable modems. Even after a new software was released, the attack continued for
years until the last device was chucked in the bin.
◦ In 2008, the first recorded DDoS IoT botnet attack was done using a botnet of Linux
based CPE broadband routers.
◦ In 2012, an unknown researcher published a report called the “Internet census of
2012”. The data used in the report was gathered by hacking into an estimated
420,000 CPE devices around the world using default credentials1
© Arbor Networks 2016

1) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carna_botnet

Status of IoT Botnets today
IoT botnets have now been weaponized and are available via booter/stresser
services:
◦ An IoT botnet using Lizardstresser code was used to attack sites in Brazil in 2016 with
attack volumes reaching 400gb/sec.
◦ The same botnet consisting of about 10.000 webcams, was used to launch 540gb/sec
sustained attacks against Olympic-affiliated organizations in the summer 2016.
◦ An IoT botnet based on the Mirai code base was used in the DDoS attacks made in
November 2016 against security journalist Brian Krebs, which peaked at 620gb/sec.
◦ IoT botnets using Mirai code were used in the attacks against authoritative DNS
provider Dyn in November 2016.
Source code for both the LizardStresser and Mirai bots has been released into the wild
and has spawned multiple new variants.

© Arbor Networks 2016

LizzardStresser Bot Attacks Brazil

◦

Attacks launched against not only sports-event infrastructure, but also associated sponsors,
financial and government institutions.
© Arbor Networks 2016

Dealing with IoT botnets

© Arbor Networks 2016
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IoT Botnet Infection vectors – Mirai example
1. A compromised device will create a separate scanning thread to scan for
other devices on TCP ports 23,2323,23231,37777 and 7547 (+5555) (TR069/TR-064 SOAP interface) using random IP’s.
2. If a device responds, an attempt will be done to logon using a set of
common username/password combinations
3. If successful, the IP address of the vulnerable device is sent to the C&C
server
4. The C&C server will log onto the device, download the appropriate malware
and compromise the device. The device will now start scanning, go to #1
◦ As the situation is now, a vulnerable device will get infected within minutes of
being connected to the Internet.
◦ Vulnerable devices come primarily from 3 manufactures in China, one of
them released a patch in 2014 but only for the English version of their SW.
© Arbor Networks 2016

THE MIRAI BOTNET
Approximately 500,000 devices worldwide
◦ High concentrations in China, Hong Kong, Macau, Vietnam, Taiwan,
South Korea, Thailand, Indonesia, Brazil, and Spain

The same botnet malware used in Krebs, OVH Dyn and
Liberia attacks
◦ Does not imply it was the same adversaries

Multiple possible DDoS attack vectors
At least one variant has been wormified!

© Arbor Networks 2016

IoT Botnet DDoS attack capabilities – Mirai
Flash update Dec. 15th 2016
A new variant of Mirai has been seen in the wild
emitting spoofed traffic. Attacks include include SYNfloods, DNS reflection/amplification attacks, and TCP
reflection amplification attacks

Attack types:
◦ UDP flooding
◦ Valve source engine flooding
◦ TCP ACK flooding
◦ TCP “Stomp” attack (ACK flooding on an established TCP connection,
designed to bypass DDoS mitigation devices)
◦ TCP SYN flooding
◦ GRE Packet flooding
◦ HTTP request flooding (GET, POST, HEAD)
◦ DNS pseudo random label-prepending (“DNS Water Torture”)

The Mirai malware runs in user space and has until now, not used spoofed IP
addresses, prohibiting it from performing spoofed and reflection attacks.
© Arbor Networks 2016

DYN ATTACKS ON OCTOBER 21st
Three Attacks Targeting Dyn’s Managed DNS Infrastructure
Dyn Customers include
◦ Netflix Twitter, Reddit, Github, Spotify, PayPal, Airbnb, NYT, etc.
These attacks resulted in large-scale outages for Dyn Customers, even
though the customers were not attacked directly

© Arbor Networks 2016

DYN ATTACK TIMELINE
Attack 1
Start: 11:10 UTC
Duration: 2 hours and 20 minutes
Attack 2
Start: 15:50 UTC
Duration: 1 hour and 10 minutes
Attack 3
Mitigated from the start
Destinations: APAC, South America, Eastern Europe, US-West, US-East
Outages were regional

© Arbor Networks 2016

Understanding & Mitigating the Attacks
Multiple Highly Distributed Attack Vectors
Dyn originally reported ”10s of millions of IP addresses”
Later corrected to an estimate of 100,000
Cascading Effect
DNS service disruption from original attack generates legitimate retry
activity
This is what caused Dyn to initially overreport the number of attacking
IP’s
Mitigations:
ACLs, S/RTBH, flowspec, IDMS
© Arbor Networks 2016

LIBERIA ATTACKS – BEGINNING OCTOBER 31

© Arbor Networks 2016

IoT Botnet DDoS mitigation
IoT botnets are nothing new and the attacks used are also nothing new. The
same DDoS mitigation approaches still apply!
◦ Implement Best Current Practices (BCP’s) for infrastructure,
host/application/services and DNS servers. This includes specifying network
access polices for common server types.
◦ Use flow telemetry to detect, classify and traceback DDoS traffic.
◦ Use S/RTBH, flowspec, intelligent DDoS mitigation solutions (IDMSes) to
mitigate attacks.
◦ Plan and practice dealing with DDoS attacks.

© Arbor Networks 2016

How to Reduce the Threat of IoT Botnets
IoT botnets are popular today because IoT devices are vulnerable and the tools
to infect and subvert them for attacks purposes are readily available.
vDos takedown

1. Shutdown the booter/stresser services:
DDos Activity last 4 weeks
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Sum Gb

Sum Mpps

No visible
effect…

How to Reduce the Threat of IoT Botnets (cont.)
2. Stop selling and deploying vulnerable IoT devices:
‒ Who is going to enforce this?
‒ Who is going to pay for this?
‒ Do people care that their webcam is attacking someone else?

3. Patch vulnerable IoT devices:
‒
‒

When did you last upgrade your CPE device? Smart TV? Coffee maker? Your
smart lightbulbs?
The Netgear routers attacking the University of Wisconsin NEVER got patched
and the attack died only when the last device was thrown into the bin.

4. If IoT devices cannot be fixed (or trusted), isolate them from the Internet and
create barriers!
© Arbor Networks 2016

Example of how to isolate IoT devices –
Steinthor’s home network! J
In 2011, Steinthor connected 3 IP Web Cams to his home
network. These devices communicate with a Synology NAS
which provides video portal and stores all video recordings.
The network is segmented into 2 areas:
◦ User VLAN
◦ Video subnet where an (old) Cisco ASA 5505 controls all
communication between the Webcams and the the NAS.

L3 VPN is used to allow remote access to the webcam portal
running on the Synology.
1)

See also http://robert.penz.name/1341/ready-your-home-network-for-iot/
© Arbor Networks 2016
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What's Next?

© Arbor Networks 2016
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What’s Next?
What’s
What's Next?

© Arbor Networks 2016
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What’s Next?
Many, many more categories of consumer-grade ‘IoT’ devices – light-bulbs,
thermostats, ‘smart meters’, et. al.
Large carrier-class and enterprise routers have been compromised before,
used for ICMP-flooding DDoS attacks, route hijacking for DDoS and for
spam (cisco/cisco creds, even for Juniper routers)
Multi-stage scanning/compromise of IoT devices behind NATs/firewalls!
Now we have NETCONF, and various SDN APIs . . .
. . . and the ability to run arbitrary code on the routers themselves.
Network infrastructure BCPs are more important than ever!
All routers are ‘IoT’ embedded devices – including big ones! So are
smartphones!
© Arbor Networks 2016

What Can We Do?
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Network/Application Availability:
Protect the Infrastructure
• Security is the heart of internetworking’s future; we have
moved from an Internet of implicit trust to an Internet of
pervasive distrust
• No packet can be trusted; all packets must earn that trust
through a network device’s ability to inspect and enforce
policy
• Protecting the infrastructure is the most fundamental
security requirement
• Infrastructure protection should be included in all high
availability designs
• A secure infrastructure forms the foundation for continuous
service delivery
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Six Phases of Incident Response
Preparation
Post Mortem
What was done?
Can anything be done to
prevent it?
How can it be less
painful in the future?

Prep the Network
Create Tools
Test Tools
Prep Procedures
Train Team
Practice

Detection/Identification
How do you know
about the attack?
What tools can
you use?
What’s your process
for communication?

Reaction

Classification

What options do you
have to remedy?
Which option is the
best under the
circumstances?

What kind of
attack is it?

Traceback
Where is the attack coming
from?
Where and how is it
affecting the network?
What other current
network problems are
related?

ARE YOU PUSHING THE ENVELOPE?
Know Your Equipment and Infrastructure!
•
•
•

Know the performance envelope of all your equipment (routers,
switches, servers, etc.). You need to know what your equipment is
really capable of doing!
Know the capabilities of your network. If possible, test it. Surprises
are not amusing during a security incident
pps vs. bps vs. qps vs. cps vs. tps - and, how enabling features
impacts them
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Architecture

The Right Tools for the Right Job

The Right People for the Right Job

OPSEC Team Skill Requirements
The OPSEC Team needs to know:
Everything a Backbone Engineer knows
Everything a Network Management Engineer knows
Everything a sysadmin/webmaster knows
Everything an email postmaster knows
Everything a DNS/DHCP/Addressing Engineer knows
Everything a CERT Engineer knows
Everything an Enterprise Infosec specialist knows
In essence, you’re looking for super-engineers who are hybrid
Backbone/Security Engineers.
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Infrastructure Best Current Practices (BCPs)
•

Interface ACLs (iACLs) should be employed at the relevant network edges
(peering/transit, customer aggregation edge, etc.) to protect the network infrastructure
itself; additional service-specific sections should be used to restrict traffic destined for
Internet-facing servers to the ports and protocols associated with the services and
applications on those servers.

•

The use of GRE – IP Protocol 47 - in these attacks is notable as a common mechanism
used by attackers to bypass ACLs that only contain policy statements relating to common
protocols such as TCP, UDP, and ICMP; there are 254 valid Internet protocols, and
irrelevant protocols should be filtered at the edges via ACLs.

•

Additional network infrastructure BCPs such as control- and management-plane self
protection mechanisms (rACL, CoPP, GTSM, MD5 keying, et. al.) should also be
deployed.

•

All network infrastructure devices should be accessible only via designated management
hosts, and this access should be facilitated via a dedicated out-of-band (OOB)
management network. During high-impact DDoS attacks, a dedicated management
network ensures that devices can be managed irrespective of conditions on the
production network, and also ensures that vital mechanisms such as flow telemetry and
SNMP are uninterrupted, which assures continuing visibility into attack traffic during an
incident
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Infrastructure BCPs (cont.)
•

Flow telemetry such as Cisco NetFlow, Juniper cflowd, and sFlow should be enabled at all
network edges, and exported into a collection/analysis system.

•

Source-based remotely-triggered blackholing (S/RTBH) is a powerful reaction technique which
allows tens or even hundreds of thousands of attacking source IPs (classified via flow analysis,
logfiles, etc.) to be rapidly blackholed based upon their source addresses. S/RTBH leverages
BGP as a control-plane mechanism to instantaneously signal edge devices to start dropping
attack traffic. Flowspec allows for layer-4 granularity – instantaneous ACL deployment via BGP!

•

Intelligent DDoS mitigation systems (IDMS) should be deployed in topologically-suitable
cleaning centers in order to protect servers/services/applications. They should be emplaced
northbound of load-balancers; if an organization insists on placing firewalls and IDS/’IPS’ inline
in front of servers, protect these stateful DDoS chokepoints and everything behind them!

•

Do not place firewalls and IDS/’IPS’ in front of servers – they provide no security value
whatsoever in server environments where every incoming connection is by definition
unsolicited. They are DDoS chokepoints, and degrade the operational security posture of the
network and applications.

•

Policy should be enforced by stateless ACLs in hardware-based routers/switches!
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Host Best Current Practices (BCPs)
•

Public-facing servers should be configured in a hardened manner, with unnecessary
services disabled, OOB management access, service-specific configuration
hardening, IP stack tuning, and other relevant mechanisms.

•

Stateless on-server filtering via tcpwrappers is a useful policy-enforcement
mechanism; for Web servers, Apache modules such as mod_security and
mod_evasive bring additional capabilities.

•

The deployment of stateful firewalls or other inspection devices such as IDS/’IPS’ in
front of Internet-facing servers is contraindicated; as each incoming connection to
Internet-facing servers is by definition unsolicited, the stateful inspection adds
nothing to the security posture of the servers, and serves to weaken their ability to
withstand DDoS traffic due to the limited state-table size of even the largest/fastest
firewalls and IDS/IPS on the market today.
During these particular attacks and many others, firewalls in front of targeted servers
were observed to fail while receiving relatively low amounts of attack traffic, thereby
enabling the DDoS to succeed in making the servers unavailable with little effort on
the part of the attacker
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Host BCPs (cont.)
•

Load-balancers also instantiate state which renders the real servers behind the loadbalancers more vulnerable to DDoS; during these attacks, load-balancers were
observed to fail due to state exhaustion as a result of the attack traffic. S/RTBH,
flowspec, reverse-proxy caches, & IDMS should be utilized to protect the loadbalancer and the real servers behind it.

•

DNS infrastructure should be deployed in a modular, bulkheaded architecture, with
separation of functions such as authoritative servers, internal resolvers, external
resolvers, caching-only resolvers, etc., and should be scaled appropriately by
employing techniques such as IPv4 anycast addressing. Flowspec, S/RTBH, DNS
server self-defense mechanisms such as RRL, & IDMS should be employed to
protect the DNS from deliberate attack and/or collateral damage.
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Are We Doomed?
• No! Deploying existing, well-known tools/techniques/BCPs
results in a vastly improved security posture with measurable
results.
• Evolution of defenses against these attacks demonstrates
that positive change is possible – targeted organizations &
defending ISPs/MSSPs have altered architectures, mitigation
techniques, processes, and procedures to successfully
mitigate these attacks.
• Mitigation capacities are scaling to meet and exceed attack
volumes – deployment architecture, diversion/re-injection
bandwidth, leveraging network infrastructure are key.
• Automation is a Good Thing, but it is no substitute for resilient
architecture, insightful planning, and smart opsec personnel,
who are more important now than ever before!
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Summary
◦

The situation today is similar to when Windows XP was the most-used OS, lots of
vulnerable devices and not much defense against compromise. This was solved by
releasing more resilient software and gradually, the number of vulnerable devices
went down. However, we still have vulnerable Windows XP computers connected to
the Internet… L . . . and now we have orders of magnitude of more vulnerable IoT
devices!

◦

Bots are becoming more intelligent and have more advanced capabilities. The
Windows-based Medusa bot spawns IE browser threads to perform advanced HTTP
and HTTP/S attacks. à More intelligence is needed to deal with these attacks – and
we have it!

◦

Defenses must be implemented before the attacks happen!

◦

Successful DDoS defense against high-capacity, high-complexity attacks takes place
every day!

◦

We know how to do this!
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Thank You!
Roland Dobbins, Principal Engineer
<rdobbins@arbor.net>
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